Kinematic effects associated with molecular frames in structural isomerization dynamics of clusters.
Kinematic effects associated with movements of molecular frames, which specify instantaneous orientation of molecules, is investigated in structural isomerization dynamics of a triatomic cluster whose total angular momentum is zero. The principal-axis frame is employed to introduce the so-called principal-axis hyperspherical coordinates, with which the mechanism of structural isomerization dynamics of the cluster is systematically analyzed. A force called "democratic centrifugal force" is extracted from the associated kinematics. This force arises from an intrinsic non-Euclidean metric in the internal space and has an effect of distorting the triatomic cluster to a collapsed shape and of trapping the system around collinear transition states. The latter effect is particularly important in that the kinematics effectively makes a basin at the saddle (transition state) on the potential surface. Based on this framework, we study the effect of the gauge field associated with the Eckart frame in internal space, which has not been carefully examined in the conventional reaction rate theories. Numerical comparison between the dynamics with and without the gauge field has revealed that this field has an effect to suppress the rate of isomerization reaction to a considerable amount. Thus a theory neglecting this effect will significantly overestimate the rate of isomerization. We show the physical origin of this suppressing effect.